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Abstract This article discusses the transition from a system with contrastive,
segmental quantity in Old Norse into the present day system characterizing most
Norwegian and Swedish dialects, where stressed syllables are obligatorily bimoraic.
Starting with variation within East Norwegian, two intermediate varieties between
Old Norse and the modern system are identified, and the four varieties are then
related to each other by means of constraint reranking within an Optimality Theory
analysis. A full factorial typology based on the four constraints involved is then
developed. This renders four possible intermediate stages between Old Norse and the
modern system, of which two are attested in East Norwegian. When the scope
subsequently is widened to all varieties of Norwegian and Swedish, it is shown that
all the intermediate varieties predicted by the analysis are attested. More importantly,
no other varieties than those predicted seem to exist, even if such varieties can be
construed. This suggests that the grammar developed to account for the changes not
only is empirically adequate, but also has explanatory value.
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Compared to their ancestor Old Norse, modern Norwegian and Swedish have
undergone radical changes with respect to prosodic structure.1 While stress was
consistently assigned to the initial syllable, or “root” syllable, in Old Norse, modern
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1This also holds for the other North Germanic languages Danish, Faroese, and Icelandic. In the following,
I use the term ‘Peninsular North Germanic’ to distinguish Norwegian and Swedish from (non-peninsular)
Danish. For practical reasons I shall also use Old Norse as a cover term for Old Norwegian and Old
Swedish, even if the term Old Norse usually is used for Old Norwegian and Old Icelandic only.
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continental North Germanic has developed a more Latin-like stress system where
stress falls on one of the three final syllables of the word (Bruce 1998; Kristoffersen
2000). In addition, most dialects of Norwegian and Swedish have developed
contrastive (lexical) tonal accent (Gårding 1977; Bruce and Gårding 1978). This
means that a primary stressed syllable will have one of two contrastive melodies,
usually referred to as accent 1 and accent 2. The development of these tonal accents
corresponds to the development of the so-called ‘stød’ in Danish (Basbøll 1998,
2005), a kind of glottal catch that characterizes stressed syllables that in the tonal
Norwegian and Swedish dialects are assigned accent 1. Finally, while stress and
syllable weight were independent in Old Norse, in the sense that a stressed syllable
could be monomoraic, bimoraic, or trimoraic, stressed syllables in most modern
North Germanic dialects are obligatorily bimoraic, except in some derived environ-
ments where we find trimoraic syllables with the structure CVVCi+CjV.

2

It is the latter development, that is, the change with respect to constraints on
syllabic quantity as expressed by the number of moras a stressed syllable may
consist of, that is the topic of the present paper. While most Norwegian and Swedish
dialects manifest what is often referred to as Prokosch’s law (Prokosch 1939; see
also Riad 1992, 1995), which embodies the requirement that all stressed syllables be
bimoraic, some dialects have not fully implemented this change, or at least they had
not done so by the mid-twentieth century. As will become clear below, these dialects
can be divided into different types in which the Old Norse system—characterized by
free combination of segmental quantity in stressed syllables—has been preserved to
different degrees.

The aim of the paper is to account for this variation in Peninsular North Germanic
by means of Optimality Theory (henceforth OT), the main hypothesis being that the
development from Old Norse into Post-Prokosch modern Norwegian and Swedish
can be accounted for by reranking of a limited set of constraints. This can again be
tied to the hypothesis that in the unmarked cases, language change from an OT
perspective amounts to reranking within the same set of constraints.

The theoretical interest in the paper lies in the relationship between the full
factorial typology, that is, the set of all possible rankings between the faithfulness
and markedness constraints that are held to be involved in the change, and the
developments that are in fact attested. A factorial typology represents the set of all
possible, empirically different grammars that a given set of constraints allows. By
hypothesis, the Old Norse grammar therefore may have developed into all the
varieties defined and delimited by the factorial typology.

I shall take as my point of departure the variation found in East Norwegian
dialects, which designate the varieties spoken in the eastern and northern part of
southern Norway. Having established the grammars and the factorial typology that
can be derived from them, we shall widen our perspective to all attested dialects of
Norwegian and Swedish in order to look for the predicted varieties not found within
the realm of East Norwegian. As we shall see, a perfect match can be established
between the six grammars predicted by the analysis and the set of varieties that are
empirically attested.

2 An example is the result of adding the preterite marker /-te/to the verbal root /fø l/, føl- ‘(to) feel’, which
is [2fø l.t ].
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The paper is organized as follows. In section 1, I introduce the East Norwegian
dialects to be discussed and the essential data. In section 2, the theoretical apparatus
is introduced, and in section 3 the relevant constraint set is discussed. The analysis of
the East Norwegian and Old Norse data introduced in section 1 follows in section 4.
In section 5 I develop a factorial typology based on the four central constraints of the
analysis from section 4. Here I also show that the two predicted types that are
lacking in East Norwegian are indeed found in other varieties. The geographical
coverage of the analysis is extended to other Swedish dialects, especially Fenno-
Swedish, in section 6. In section 7 I discuss the consequences of including all
constraints introduced in section 3 in the factorial typology. The paper is concluded
in section 8.

1 Varieties and data—East Norwegian

In this section I introduce the crucial data underlying the analysis of East Norwegian
that will follow in section 4 below. It is organized by dialect type. I begin with Old
Norse, and then I introduce the two dialect groups where light, stressed syllables are
still well-formed. Finally I discuss the metrical system of so-called Urban East
Norwegian (Kristoffersen 2000), a representative of the Post-Prokosch type where
all stressed syllables must be bimoraic.

Since this study is on quantity, only the core word types involved will be
discussed. These are monosyllabic words and disyllabic words with initial stress,
that is, with stress on the so-called root syllable. These two types represent the
majority of the inherited, Germanic part of the Old Norse lexicon, where roots were
generally monosyllabic, and words often disyllabic or trisyllabic due to inflection.3

Three basic types of stressed syllables will be posited, distinguished by different
quantity as computed across the syllable rhyme as a whole. These are (i)
monomoraic syllables, which I shall refer to as light, (ii) bimoraic syllables, which
I shall refer to as heavy, and (iii) trimoraic syllables, which will be referred to as
superheavy. The heavy, bimoraic type can be divided into two subtypes
distinguished by how the weight is realized with respect to segmental structure.
The first type is characterized by a long, bimoraic vowel in an open syllable, while
the second is characterized by a short, monomoraic vowel followed by a moraic
consonant. In disyllabic words, the latter type comes in two subtypes. The first is
characterized by an intervocalic consonant group, where the first member constitutes
the moraic coda of the stressed syllable (Weight by Position, Hayes 1989, 1995). In
the second, characterized by only one intervocalic consonant, weight is secured by
consonant gemination. Only the latter type will be included in the data sets here.
With respect to quantity, words characterized by Weight by Position do not differ
from words characterized by gemination in any relevant ways.

Figure 1 shows the structural differences between the three main syllable types
and between the two heavy subtypes, with the weight differences computed in moras

3 The same constraints on quantity that hold for these two minimal types will also hold for longer words of
foreign origin, where, in addition, the question of stress placement becomes an issue.
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(Hyman 1985; Hayes 1989). The final line of the figure shows how the structures
will be linearly abbreviated in the tabular data overviews and the OT tableaux that
follow in subsequent sections. A subscripted mora sign (‘μ’) marks a segment as
moraic.

Note that open syllables in monosyllabic words may be followed by an
extrametrical consonant, designated by parentheses in Fig. 1. These will syllabify
as onsets in cases where a vowel initial suffix is added.

The corresponding disyllabic structures are shown in Fig. 2. In the structures with
a moraic consonant, the result of adding another vowel is a geminate, in that the
moraic consonant will also be parsed as an onset with respect to the second syllable
headed by the added vowel (see, e.g., Davis 2003). Stress on the initial root vowel
has been marked by means of a subscripted ‘s’, and syllable boundaries have been
marked with the customary dot in the linear transcriptions.

a) Heavy b) Light c) Superheavy 

i) Long vowel       ii) Moraic C 

σ σ σ σ

μ    μ μ    μ μ μ   μ   μ 

   C V     (C)    C V   C     C V   (C)    C V       C 

   = CVμμ (C)     = CVμCμ     = CVμ (C)    = CVμμCμ

Fig. 1 Stressed syllable types in
monosyllabic words distin-
guished by weight

a) Heavy

i) Long vowel      ii) Geminate

σs     σ σs   σ

μ    μ     μ μ   μ      μ

   C V     C     V    C V   C     V

   = CVμμ.CVμ    = CVμCμ.CVμ

b) Light c) Superheavy (long vowel + geminate) 

σs     σ σs        σ 

μ     μ   μ   μ   μ      μ 

    C V     C     V     C V       C      V 

    = CVμ.CVμ      = CVμμCμ.CVμ

Fig. 2 Stressed syllable types in
disyllabic words distinguished
by weight
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1.1 Old Norse

Table 1 shows the range of variation with respect to quantity in monosyllabic as well
as disyllabic content words in Old Norse (henceforth ON).4 What the Old Norse data
essentially show is that within a stressed syllable segmental quantity can combine
freely, and that quantity is contrastive at the segmental level. This means that beyond
a statement that a stressed syllable is maximally trimoraic, no moraic template for
stressed syllables can be defined for Old Norse. However, there is a minimum word
size that must be taken into consideration. Even if an open CV-syllable may occur as
stressed in a disyllabic word, no content words with that shape exist in the language.
A word that consists of only an open syllable invariably has a long vowel, and is
therefore bimoraic. On the other hand, CVC-words may be monomoraic. The
minimal word in ON is in other words a monomoraic CVμ(C) word, while a bare
CVμ-structure is excluded.5 The arguments in favour of this analysis, which is at
odds with other analyses of the Old Germanic so-called short monosyllabic words in
the literature, will be presented in section 1.2.1.

1.2 Modern East Norwegian varieties

Within East Norwegian there are three areas where light stressed syllables have been
preserved. The two northern varieties, North and Mid Gudbrandsdal, are shown on
the map inserted as Fig. 3 on page X below.

Amore southern variety, Upper East Telemark, is in all aspects relevant to the topic of
this paper equivalent with Mid Gudbrandsdal (Skulerud 1918, 1922), and will
accordingly not be analysed as a separate type here. These dialects can be dubbed
Pre-Prokosch dialects on account of the fact that light, stressed syllables have been
preserved. In all other East Norwegian dialects, Urban East Norwegian included,
Prokosch’s law has been implemented.

The three types can be ranked as in (1) according to the degree to which light
stressed syllables have been preserved.

(1)

a. Light root syllables have survived in monosyllabic as well as disyllabic words:

i. North Gudbrandsdal (NGbr)

b. Light root syllables have survived in disyllabic words only6:

i. Mid Gudbrandsdal (MGbr) and Upper East Telemark

4 In what follows, the tables showing the relevant data for the different varieties will be arranged in the
same way, in order to facilitate comparison.
5 One of the referees suggests that the lack of bare CV words should be captured by means of
branchingness. Since I argue that the final C is extrametrical, this is not an option in the present case. See
footnote 19 for further discussion.
6 The stress pattern in disyllabic words with preserved light root syllables is often referred to as ‘level’ in
the literature (see Kristoffersen 2007, 2008 and references cited there). It may therefore appear
controversial to list this type as having stress on the initial syllable. But in the two works referred to I
argue that the ambiguous stress percept stems from tonal, not metrical properties of these words. I shall
base the present analysis on this assumption and hence with respect to metrical structure analyse CVμ.CVμ

words as canonical moraic trochees.
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c. All stressed syllables are heavy (Post-Prokosch dialects):

i. All other East Norwegian dialects

1.2.1 North Gudbrandsdal

Table 2 gives the structural options for the most conservative dialect type, North
Gudbrandsdal (henceforth NGbr).7,8 One change with respect to ON is the elimination of
the trimoraic type. As can be seen from the examples in Table 2, these have shortened
and merged with the CVμCμ class. The monomoraic CVμC type has on the other hand
survived, and in addition content words of a bare CVμ shape have developed.

We now return to the arguments in favour of analysing the CVμC type as
monomoraic, in Old Norse as well as in NGbr. As noted above, the status of this
contrast is somewhat controversial. Riad (1992: 240 ff.) claims that all monosyllabic
words in ON are heavy, and that the final consonant in /skin/ accordingly must be
moraic. Page (2001) writes of the same type that “[t]he monosyllables in which the
lengthenings take place are already bimoraic”, and proposes that vowel lengthening
in monosyllables consisting of a short vowel followed by a short consonant must be
due to what he calls “reanalysis of moraic consonants” (p. 247). Finally, Kiparsky
(2008) in his analysis of Fenno-Swedish quantity derives a bimoraic winner from a
CVC input by ranking FOOT-BINARITY above CONSONANT-EXTRAMETRICALITY with
respect to dialects where “/CVC/ words remain unlengthened”.

7 The most important sources on NGbr are Horne (1917), Skulerud (1920), Ekre (1960), and Dagsgard
(2006).
8 In this and the tables to follow, words that have changed category with respect to the previous system are
bolded.

Table 1 Old Norse—Structural options for root syllable in monosyllabic and disyllabic words

Structure Examples

Monosyllabic words

CVμ (Does not exist.)

CVμC /skin/, skin ‘shine’ (NOM. SG.)

/xlið/, hlið ‘opening in fence’ (NOM. SG.)

CVμμ(C) /bruː/, brú ‘bridge’ (NOM. SG.)

/fiːn/, fín ‘fine’ (ADJ.)

CVμCμ /skinn/, skinn ‘skin’ (NOM. SG.)

CVμμCμ /naːtt/, nátt ‘night’ (NOM. SG.)

Disyllabic words

CVμ.CVμ /1ba.ka/, baka ‘to bake’ (INFINITIVE)

CVμμ.CVμ /1ʋiː.sa/, vísa ‘song’ (NOM. SG.)

CVμCμ.CVμ /1skin.ni/, skinni ‘skin’ (DAT. SG.)

CVμμCμ.CVμ /1naːt.ta/, nátta ‘the night’ (GENITIVE. PL.)
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NORWAY SWEDEN FINLAND 

ESTONIA 

Gudbrandsdal 

East Telemark 

Setesdal 

Dalarna

Öster-
botten 

South

Mid 

North

Nyland 

Kalix (2) 

2
3

1

1
3

5

4

5 3 

4
3

4

Fig. 3 Geographical distribution of grammars where Prokosch’s law has not been fully implemented.
Numbers refer to type according to the list given in (9) above

Table 2 NGbr—Structural options for root syllable in monosyllabic and disyllabic words

Structure Examples

Monosyllabic words

CVμ /le/, le ‘opening in fence’ (NOM. SG.) from ON /xlið/

CVμC /ʂen/, skin ‘shine’ (NOM. SG.)

CVμμ(C) /brʉː/, bru ‘bridge’ (NOM. SG.)

/fiːn/, fin ‘fine’ (ADJ.)

CVμCμ /ʂinn/, skinn ‘skin’ (NOM. SG.)

/natt/, natt ‘night’ (NOM. SG.)

CVμμCμ Does not exist anymore

Disyllabic wordsa

CVμ.CVμ /2bo.ko/, baka ‘to bake’ (INFINITIVE)b

CVμμ.CVμ /2ʋiː.se/, vise ‘song’ (NOM. SG.)

CVμCμ.CVμ /1ʂin.nə/ skinnet ‘the skin’ (DEF. SG.)

/1nat.ta/, natta ‘the night’ (DEF. SG.)

CVμμCμ.CVμ Does not exist anymore

a The superscripted numerals denote tonal accent 1 or 2. Monosyllabic words have accent 1 by default
(Kristoffersen 2006).
b The forms /2 bo.ko/ vs. /2 ʋiːse/ in Table 2, which both ended in /-a/ in ON, exemplify so-called ‘vowel
balance’ (Riad 1992; Kristoffersen 2007, 2008), whereby vowels in unstressed syllables after a heavy root
syllable reduce, whereas they are preserved as full vowels after light root syllables. Vowel balance
characterizes all East Norwegian dialects. Even if it is clearly related to prosodic structure, it is orthogonal
to the topic of the present paper.
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Contra these analyses I contend that the type traditionally described as consisting of
short vowel followed by a short consonant was monomoraic in Old Norse, and remains
so in the NGbr dialect. The main synchronic argument in favour of the final consonant
being extrametrical and therefore non-moraic is the fact that if a vowel-initial suffix is
added to a stem of this type, the consonant exclusively syllabifies as onset of the added
syllable. The disyllabic def.sg. form of /ʂen/, skin ‘shine’, morphologically /ʂen-e/, is
realized as [1ʂɛ.nə]. This contrasts with the bimoraic CVC-type, exemplified in the
table by the noun skinn ‘skin’. Here the def.sg. is realized with a geminate, [1ʂin.nə],
where the consonant serves both as bearer of the second mora of the stressed syllable
and as onset of the final syllable.

This analysis is supported by the fact that there is a clear difference with respect to
duration between moraic and non-moraic final consonants in NGbr. Data published in
Kristoffersen (1990: 189f.) show that the final consonant of a CVμC word has a
duration that is about half of the moraic consonant in a CVμCμ word (80 vs. 170 ms).
This can be compared with the mean duration of a post-moraic consonant in a CVμμC
word, which is 90 ms, that is, about the same as the consonant that I claim is
postmoraic and extrametrical in CVμC words.9

While these data fromNGbr do not by themselves prove that Old Norse had the same
system, they make it seem likely. In my opinion, the fact that there also in ON existed a
contrast between CVC words with short and long final consonants, cf. the difference
between /skin/ and /skinn/, is a stronger argument in favour of the first type being
monomoraic than is the lack of bare CVμ words, which we would expect if the
language allowed monomoraic CVμC words. The fact that NGbr has developed
exactly this type is of course another argument in favour of the analysis proposed here.

The changes that have taken place compared to ON, both marked by boldface in
Table 2, are summarized under (2).

(2)
a. Development of content words with a bare CVμ-shape.
b. Elimination of the superheavy type, both in monosyllabic and disyllabic words.

The majority of the CVμ-words have developed from ON CVμC-words ending
in /ð/, such as the example given in Table 2. In this type, /ð/ has deleted without
subsequent compensatory lengthening, which we might have expected if the final
consonant were moraic.10

1.2.2 Mid Gudbrandsdal

Table 3 gives the structural options for Mid Gudbrandsdal (henceforth MGbr), a
region located immediately to the south of NGbr.11 We see that the main difference
with respect to NGbr is that the short, monosyllabic CVμC-type has been eliminated,
its ON members having been expanded into heavy syllables either by vowel
lengthening (/leː/) or by moraification of the postvocalic consonant (/ʂenn/). Light
stressed syllables have been preserved in the disyllabic type, however; here the

10 According to the list in Dagsgard (2006: 161 ff.), this class comprises about 20 words.
11 The information on MGbr has been culled from Fliflet (1954).

9 N=12 for each category, with three tokens of each type produced by four speakers of the NGbr dialect.
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system is the same as in NGbr and ON. And as in NGbr, the superheavy type has
been eliminated.

1.2.3 Urban East Norwegian

We finally turn to the Post-Prokosch varieties, represented by Urban East
Norwegian. Table 4 shows that in addition to the changes found in NGbr and
MGbr, we here find vowel lengthening in the root syllable of the disyllabic ON
CVμCVμ class. The result is full implementation of Prokosch’s law: All stressed
syllables must be precisely bimoraic.12

1.2.4 Summary

Table 5 is a summary of the dialect differences presented in the preceding sections.
The dialects are ordered by complexity, with ON and NGbr on top, and Post-
Prokosch Urban East Norwegian at the bottom.

2 Theory

Before we proceed with the analysis of these differences, we must establish the
theoretical underpinnings of the analysis. I assume that the reader has a basic
knowledge of Optimality Theory (Kager 1999; McCarthy 2002; Prince and
Smolensky 2004 [1993]), and will concentrate here on two aspects of the theory

12 In addition we see that the traces of vowel balance have disappeared. This is a feature of the urban
varieties of East Norwegian. In rural dialects, the pattern has survived, despite the fact that the
conditioning factor, the difference between light and heavy root syllable, has now completely disappeared,
from urban and (most) rural varieties alike.

Table 3 MGbr—Structural options for root syllable in monosyllabic and disyllabic words

Structure Examples

Monosyllabic words

CVμ Does not exist

CVμC Does not exist anymore

CVμμ(C) /leː/, le ‘opening in fence’ (NOM. SG.)

/fiːn/, fin ‘fine’ (ADJ.)

CVμCμ /ʂenn/, skin ‘shine’ (NOM. SG.)

/ʂinn/, skinn ‘skin’ (NOM. SG.)

/natt/, natt ‘night (NOM. SG.)

Disyllabic words

CVμ.CVμ /2bo.ko/, baka ‘to bake’ (INFINITIVE)

CVμμ.CVμ /2ʋiː.se/, vise ‘song’ (NOM. SG.)

CVμCμ.CVμ /1ʂin.nə/ skinnet ‘the skin’ (DEF. SG.)

/1nat.ta/, natta ‘the night’ (DEF. SG.)
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that I see as most relevant in the present context. These are the Richness of the Base
hypothesis and the hypothesis that the theory will render typological predictions
through so-called factorial typologies.

The Richness of the Base hypothesis (McCarthy 2002: 70f.; Prince and
Smolensky 2004 [1993]: 225) puts the whole burden of selecting the optimal output
candidate for a given input on CON, i.e., the set of ranked constraints that make up
the active part of a given grammar. This means that any input whose structural
makeup is not in accordance with what is a well-formed output in the language, will
surface as modified so that it complies with these well-formedness conditions. For
example, if a CVμ.CVμ input is submitted to the grammar holding for Urban East
Norwegian, which does not tolerate light, stressed syllables, the fully faithful
candidate will be eliminated by a high-ranking markedness constraint banning such
syllables. A less faithful candidate that respects this markedness constraint will
accordingly emerge as the winner, in this case either a CVμμ.CVμ or a CVμCμ.CVμ

output. The hypothesis that the burden of selecting the correct output rests wholly on
CON in other words means that we are not allowed to ban certain input types from
analysis because they are not attested as well-formed outputs.

Table 4 Urban East Norwegian—Structural options for root syllable in monosyllabic and disyllabic
words

Structure Examples

Monosyllabic words

CVμμ(C) /1leː/, le ‘opening in fence’ (NOM. SG.)

/fiːn/, fin ‘fine’ (ADJ.)

CVμCμ /1ʂinn/, skinn ‘skin, shine’ (NOM. SG.)

/1natt/, natt ‘night (NOM. SG.)

Disyllabic words

CVμ.CVμ Does not exist anymore

CVμμ.CVμ /2baː.ke/, baka ‘to bake’ (INFINITIVE)

/2ʋiː.se/, vise ‘song’ (NOM. SG.)

CVμCμ.CVμ /1ʂin.nə/ skinnet ‘the skin’ (DEF. SG.)

/1nat.ta/, natta ‘the night’ (DEF. SG.)

Table 5 Summary of dialect differences with respect to structural options for root syllable in
monosyllabic and disyllabic words

Light Heavy Trimoraic

CVμ CVμC CVμ.CVμ CVμμ CVμCμ CVμμCμ

Old Norse √ √ √ √ √
North Gudbrandsdal √ √ √ √ √
Mid Gudbrandsdal √ √ √
Urban East Norwegian √ √
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The implication of this is that all the prosodic types that are specified in the left-hand
column of Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 above are possible and legitimate inputs in the
grammars of all the dialects under discussion, irrespective of whether they represent
well-formed output types or not. To the degree that they do not, it is the task of the
ranked constraints to eliminate them and select a more well-formed albeit less faithful
candidate in its place. From a diachronic point of view, this renders the hypothesis
that the transition from one state in the historical development outlined in section 1 to
another can be modelled as reranking of at least two constraints with respect to each
other within the same constraint hierarchy. The range of possible inputs will by the
Richness of the Base hypothesis remain the same across all grammars; the constraint
ranking will in all cases decide which of them emerges as winner in a given variety.

We now turn to factorial typologies. According to McCarthy (2002: 12), “[e]very
permutation of the constraints in CON is predicted to be a possible human language,
and the grammar of every observed human language must be one of those
permutations”. Abstracting away from the (possible) existence of universal ranking
relationships, this means that an exhaustive set of rankings of a set of interacting
constraints, a so-called factorial typology, will represent a hypothesis about the range
of variation we should find within the specific sub-domain of the grammar that is
defined by these constraints. Since diachronic change is a transition from one possible
grammar to another, change must also be delimited by factorial typologies, in the
sense that a given factorial typology by hypothesis will determine what changes are
possible with respect to the same set of constraints. A set of dialects such as those
summarized in Table 5 should by this hypothesis be subject to an analysis limited to
different permutations of the same set of constraints, although the possibility of
interference of additional constraints cannot of course be excluded a priori.

The implications for the present analysis of these two principles, the Richness of the
Base and the Factorial Typology Principle, should now be clear. The grammars we shall
develop for each of the varieties listed in Table 5 must be able to tackle the same range
of input types; it is the task of the constraints to select the correct output in each case.
And since we are dealing with closely related grammars, both diachronically and
typologically, and the same phenomenon, viz. syllable quantity expressed by the
number of moras a stressed syllable may consist of, our null hypothesis will be that
the set of active constraints can be held stable through all the grammars. The dialect
differences will in other words, and according to the principle of factorial typologies,
by hypothesis emerge as different rankings within the same constraint set.

A primary goal of the analysis that follows is therefore to test to what extent this
can be shown to hold when we at the same time restrict ourselves to employing
constraints that have already proven to be useful and well motivated in analyses of
other languages. To the extent that we succeed in this, we have established strong
arguments in favour of the constraint set assumed being the correct one.

3 The constraint set

The grammar shown under (3) is a minimally modified version of the grammar of
East Norwegian developed by Rice (2006). The definitions in the right-hand column
are taken from Rice, except that those defining the two faithfulness constraints have
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been refined in accordance with a suggestion made by one of the referees. Even if
Rice’s grammar also accounts for stress placement, which is outside the scope of the
present article, I shall use his analysis as a starting point, both with respect to ranking
and with respect to the set of relevant constraints needed in the analysis.

(3) Urban East Norwegian grammar

STRESS-TO-WEIGHT (SW): A stressed syllable must not be monomoraic,

FOOTBINARITY (FB): A foot is binary at the level of the syllable or the mora.

>>

MAXLINK-μ [SEG]13: For two corresponding segments, if S1 (in the input) is associated to
some mora, then S2 (in the output) is associated to the same mora.

DEPLINK-μ [SEG]: For two corresponding segments, if S1 (in the output) is associated to
some mora, then S2 (in the input) is associated to the same mora.

>>

NONFINALITY: The prosodic head of the word does not fall on the word-final syllable,

NOCODA: A syllable does not have a coda.

>>

ALIGNRIGHT: For every head of a prosodic word (syllable bearing main stress), there
is a prosodic word such that the right edge of the head of the prosodic
word coincides with the right edge of the prosodic word.

The grammar shown in (3) deviates from the Rice (2006) grammar in that
DEPLINKμ is not part of Rice’s grammar. The reason for including this constraint is,
as will become clear in subsequent sections, that DEPLINKμ , ranked above STRESS-
TO-WEIGHT, is necessary for accounting for dialects where light stressed syllables
have been preserved. With this ranking, mora epenthesis in order to satisfy STRESS-
TO-WEIGHT will be blocked by the higher ranking DEP constraint, and a light, stressed
syllable in the input will survive.14

STRESS-TO-WEIGHT and FOOTBINARITY are the markedness constraints that
respectively force a stressed syllable to be heavy and the stress foot to surface as a
moraic trochee, either in the shape of one heavy syllable or two light ones with
initial stress. The two faithfulness constraints, DEPLINKμ and MAXLINKμ, which
focus on the presence vs. absence of moraic links instead of the presence vs. absence
of moras proper, have been taken from Morén (2000, 2001). When these are lower

13 For simplicity of exposition, this and the following DEPLINK-μ [SEG] constraint will be abbreviated as
MAXLINKμ and DEPLINKμ respectively.
14 At the same time, Rice’s constraint WEIGHT-TO-STRESS has been eliminated from the constraint set. In
Rice’s analysis mora insertion comes for free, as long as it does not lead to violations of WEIGHT-TO-STRESS
by creating more than one heavy syllable eligible for stress assignment where only one may carry stress in
the output. In this way, mora insertion is checked by WEIGHT-TO-STRESS in Rice’s analysis. But without a
DEP constraint, Rice’s grammar cannot account for the full range of dialect variation addressed in the
present paper. The revised grammar under (3) is all the same equivalent to Rice’s grammar. It has been
checked against all input forms evaluated in Rice (2006), and in all cases the results are identical.
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ranked than STRESS-TO-WEIGHT and FOOTBINARITY, insertion and deletion of moras
can take place in order to satisfy the higher ranked markedness constraints. With the
ranking reversed, that is, when DEPLINKμ and MAXLINKμ are ranked above the two
markedness constraints, the winning candidate will be faithful to the input
irrespective of the number of moras present in the stressable syllable in the input.

NOCODA is included in the analysis in order to choose a winner in cases where a
candidate with a long vowel competes with a candidate where weight is encoded by
gemination. Finally, NONFINALITY and ALIGNRIGHT are both constraints that
primarily address stress placement in longer words. They are therefore somewhat
orthogonal to the subject of the present paper, but they have been included in order
to facilitate a comparison between Rice (2006) and the alternative analysis of Post-
Prokosch Norwegian presented here. Both, however, will be excluded from the main
analysis that follows below, in order to keep the central concern of the paper, the tension
between the two markedness constraints and the two faithfulness constraints, in focus.

With respect to NONFINALITY, this means that certain candidates violating the
constraint will be excluded from the candidate sets to be evaluated in the main
sections. Recall that postmoraic consonants in monosyllabic words in accordance
with Rice’s analysis were assumed to be extrametrical in section 1 above. A word
with a long vowel followed by a single consonant was consequently represented as
CVμμ (C), where the parenthesis denotes extrametricality. (An alternative represen-
tation is CVμμ .C, where the dot denotes a syllable boundary and C the onset of an
empty syllable.) Any candidate with a final C that in this way constitutes a defective
syllable will satisfy NONFINALITY, while a candidate where the C is included in the
preceding syllable as a coda, as in CVμμ C, will not. It is the latter candidate type
that is excluded from candidate sets in order to focus the analysis. These candidates,
along with the constraints, are part of the fuller analyses available with the electronic
version of this article (see below).

4 Analysis

In addition to a sufficient number of constraints, exhaustive optimality theoretic
analyses often imply large set of tableaux evaluating different input types and for
each input type a substantial number of candidates. To the extent that such
tableaux are included in the running text of a paper, they will reduce readability
by both taking up too much space and by including aspects of the analysis that
are not directly relevant to the problem under discussion. This potential problem
has been solved in the following way in this paper: For each dialect, a full
analysis is published in supplemental materials included online with the electronic
version of this article.15 In the running text, only those parts of the analyses that are
relevant to the problem at hand will be included, in most cases the crucial ranking
arguments.

15 This material is available on the website for The Journal of Comparative Germanic Linguistics: <http://
www.springerlink.com/content/102925/>.
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Note that even if I refer to the analyses posted at the website as “full”, they are
partial with respect to the analysis of UEN given in Rice (2006), since stress
placement is not part of the present analysis. The candidate forms at the website are
therefore restricted to monosyllabic and disyllabic input types, the latter type with a
single intervocalic consonant, where stress in the latter is assumed to fall on the
initial syllable. Within each of these, both input types and the candidate set vary
systematically with respect to weight (mora count) and instantiation of weight by
either vowel length or a moraic consonant.

4.1 Urban East Norwegian

We shall start with the best attested variety in the set to be analysed, modern Post-
Prokosch Norwegian, and work our way backwards through the varieties presented
in section 1 until we reach Old Norse. Urban East Norwegian (UEN) (Kristoffersen
2000) is the variety used by most speakers having grown up in urban settlements,
including the capital Oslo, in the south-eastern part of Norway. It is also the variety
usually referred to as ‘Norwegian’ or ‘Standard Norwegian’ in linguistic surveys and
analyses such as Maddieson (1984) and Ladefoged and Maddieson (1996).16

The basic grammar is given under (4). Note that it includes all the constraints
introduced in section 3, even if NONFINALITY and ALIGNRIGHT are excluded from the
tableaux that follow below. The reason for including them is that they are part of the
fuller analyses presented at the companion website. Note also that the grammar
includes fewer ranking relationships than the grammar given under (3) above. I shall
return to this point in a moment.

(4) UEN Grammar

FOOTBINARITY (FB), STRESS-TO-WEIGHT (SW) >> DEPLINKμ, MAXLINKμ,
NONFINALITY (NF), NOCODA >> ALIGNRIGHT

The fact that all stressed syllables must be precisely bimoraic implies that STRESS-TO-
WEIGHT and FOOTBINARITY must dominate the two faithfulness constraints, as assumed
in (4). This ranking will fatally penalize monomoraic and trimoraic syllables in the
input.

Given the fact that inputs with bimoraic stressed syllables already satisfy the two top-
ranked constraints, the winning candidate will not be subject to any alterations enforced
by MAXLINKμ and DEPLINKμ on the second highest stratum. These constraints will
only be relevant for inputs which contain too many or too few moras with respect to
the requirements defined by the two top-ranked markedness constraints. The analysis
below will therefore concentrate on these types, while the reader is referred to the
companion website for the full analysis including bimoraic input types.

Before we proceed with the analysis, we need to establish the argument for
ranking NOCODA below the markedness constraints in all grammars. Tableau 1
shows that if NOCODA is ranked above the two faithfulness constraints, it will result

16 These are usually based on Vanvik (1972, 1973).
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in an incorrect winner with respect to a CVμCμ input.17 The reason is that a
candidate with a long vowel will always emerge as winner, contrary to the fact that
words with CVμCμ structure abound in the language. NOCODA therefore cannot be
ranked above the faithfulness constraints.

Tableau 1: Evidence for ranking NOCODA below faithfulness

Since there appear to be no arguments for ranking NOCODA below faithfulness
when the set of input is restricted to mono- and disyllabic forms, I assume that the
three constraints belong to the same stratum. In other words, I disregard the ranking
relationship established within the fuller analysis of Rice (2006), reflected in the
grammar given under (3) above, since it cannot be established within the more
restricted data set analysed here. This will hold for several other potential rankings in
the analyses that follow. Only where specific rankings can be established by means
of the candidate sets included in the analysis, will constraints be ranked with respect
to each other. In all other cases they will be assumed to belong to the same stratum,
also in cases where inclusion of candidates displaying different stress placement
options would have established a ranking between them.

We now proceed to the input types that do not conform to the output requirements
with respect to mora count. We start with monosyllabic inputs, and restrict the
analysis to the sub-minimal CVμC type. Tableau 2 shows that the two top-ranked
markedness constraints, STRESS-TO-WEIGHT and FOOTBINARITY, enforce a bimoraic
output irrespective of mora count in the input, in accordance with the inviolable
requirement that stressed syllables be precisely bimoraic in UEN. Tableau 3 shows
the effect of ranking faithfulness above the two markedness constraints. Now the
most faithful candidate wins, in violation of the observed ban on monomoraic
stressed syllables in UEN.

The full evaluations at the companion website will show that the grammar in all
cases returns bimoraic well-formed outputs, CVμμC from superheavy CVμμCμ,
CVμμC from light CVμC, and CVμμ from CVμ. However, in some cases the actual
outputs are not the same as the attested forms in East Norwegian, which are those
marked by a sad face in Tableau 2. While the attested output of the moraic expansion
of monosyllabic CVμC words in East Norwegian in most cases are words
characterized by a short vowel and moraic consonant (candidate b), the grammar,
due to NOCODA, returns the CVμμC (candidate c) as winner. And while the attested

17 Recall from section 3 that in the tableaux in the main text all candidates generated from consonant final
inputs have been supplied with an extrametrical C in order to eliminate NONFINALITY from the analysis.
See again the companion website for the full analysis.
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output of the shortening of trimoraic syllables is CVμCμ in all East Norwegian
varieties, the grammar again returns CVμμC as winner due to the influence of
NOCODA, cf. Tableau 4 below.18

Tableau 2: UEN—Monosyllabic input: Markedness ranked above faithfulness

Tableau 3: UEN—Monosyllabic input: Faithfulness ranked above markedness

Tableaux 4 and 5 show that the modified grammar renders the same results with
respect to disyllabic inputs, here exemplified by the trimoraic input type, as well as
the same problems with respect to the attested development of formerly trimoraic
syllables. We see again that when the two markedness constraints are top-ranked, the
winner is pared down to bimoraic, while the opposite ranking in Tableau 5 returns
the maximally faithful trimoraic candidate as winner, in violation of the observed
ban on this type in UEN.

18 A full analysis of this problem, which is somewhat orthogonal to the topic of the present paper, must be
left to future research. Since corresponding words turn up with long vowels in other dialects, and similar
variation can be observed with respect to disyllabic words with former monomoraic and trimoraic stress,
this topic deserves a typological analysis on its own. (For important contributions to such an analysis, see,
e.g., Hesselman 1902 and Riad 1992.) I shall therefore restrict myself to pointing out the mismatches in
the tableaux that follow by means of a sad face, without further comment.
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Tableau 4: UEN—Disyllabic input: Markedness ranked above faithfulness

Tableau 5: UEN—Disyllabic input: Faithfulness ranked above markedness

4.2 Mid Gudbrandsdal (MGbr)

We now proceed to the MGbr dialect. Recall from section 1 that the difference
between MGbr and UEN is that disyllabic words may have a light stressed syllable,
while monosyllabic words must be bimoraic. This means that the constraint STRESS-TO-
WEIGHT, which requires that stressed syllables be bimoraic, is violated by the winning
candidate in the former case, and therefore it cannot be top-ranked in this dialect, as it
is in UEN. On the other hand, both disyllables made up of two light syllables and
monosyllables consisting of a heavy syllable are instantiations of the canonical moraic
trochee (Hayes 1995: 69). Since only disyllabic words can have a light stressed
syllable, while monosyllabic words are invariably bimoraic, FOOTBINARITY appears to
be unviolated in MGbr. This means that moraic faithfulness by hypothesis should
dominate STRESS-TO-WEIGHT but not FOOTBINARITY. But since superheavy syllables are
banned, both faithfulness constraints cannot be top-ranked.

The grammar modified in accordance with this hypothesis is shown under (5). The only
difference between the MGbr grammar and the UEN grammar under (3) above is that
STRESS-TO-WEIGHT has been demoted to the position below the two faithfulness constraints.

(5) Grammar of Mid Gudbrandsdal

FOOTBINARITY (FB) >>DEPLINKμ, MAXLINKμ >> STRESS-TO-WEIGHT (SW),
NONFINALITY (NF), NOCODA >> ALIGNRIGHT

This ranking will cause disyllabic inputs with a light root syllable to emerge as
winners without modification of their moraic structure, due to the high cost incurred
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by violations of DEPLINKμ. This is shown in Tableau 6. That inputs with a
superheavy root syllable, CVμμCμVμ, also surface as bimoraic in MGbr, is shown in
Tableau 7.

Tableau 6: MGbr—Evaluation of CVμCVμ input

Tableau 7: MGbr—Evaluation of disyllabic, bimoraic and trimoraic inputs

As can be seen from Tableau 8, the grammar crucially returns the correct,
bimoraic input from a monomoraic, monosyllabic input. Since any monomoraic (as
well as trimoraic) candidate will violate top-ranked FOOTBINARITY, only bimoraic
winners are possible with respect to monosyllabic inputs in MGbr. The MGbr
grammar, in other words, correctly derives the same set of winners as the UEN
grammar with respect to monosyllabic inputs.

Tableau 8: MGbr—Evaluation of monosyllabic, monomoraic input

4.3 North Gudbrandsdal (NGbr)

We now turn to the most archaic of the daughter varieties of Old Norse: North
Gudbrandsdal. As we saw in section 1.2.1, NGbr allows monomoraic, monosyllabic
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words of the shapes /CVμC/ and /CVμ/. While the /CVμC/ type is inherited from ON,
the /CVμ/ type is an innovation specific to NGbr. At the same time NGbr has also
preserved light root syllables in disyllabic words, along with MGbr. The trimoraic type
has on the other hand been eliminated from the NGbr grammar, as in MGbr and UEN.

The existence of monomoraic words means that in NGbr FOOTBINARITY cannot be
top-ranked, since well-formed /CVμC/ and /CVμ/ violate this constraint. In order for
monomoraic inputs to survive, we can hypothesize that DEPLINKμ must be promoted to
top-ranked, above FOOTBINARITY, in order to block expansion of monomoraic inputs
into bimoraic. At the same time, MAXLINKμ cannot be top-ranked, since trimoraic inputs
must be cut down to bimoraic size. The hypothesis would therefore be that a ranking
reversal between DEPLINKμ and FOOTBINARITY is necessary in order to account for the
NGbr variety. In addition, within the restricted set of input types and candidates
analysed here, there seem to be no arguments for ranking STRESS-TO-WEIGHT and
NOCODA on a stratum below FOOTBINARITY and MAXLINKμ in this variety. This gives
the grammar under (6).

(6) North Gudbrandsdal ranking

DEPLINKμ >> FOOTBINARITY, MAXLINKμ, STRESS-TO-WEIGHT, NOCODA, NON-

FINALITY (NF) >>ALIGNRIGHT

Tableau 9 evaluates the monomoraic and monosyllabic input types.

Tableau 9: NGbr—Evaluation of monosyllabic, monomoraic inputs

We see that top-ranked DEPLINKμ blocks mora insertion in order to make
monomoraic inputs comply with lower ranked FOOTBINARITY and STRESS-TO-WEIGHT.
That the ranking between DEPLINKμ and FOOTBINARITY is crucial can be established
by a comparison between Tableau 9 and Tableau 8 above. In the latter, FOOTBINARITY

above DEPLINKμ returns the correct bimoraic MGbr output, while the opposite NGbr
ranking shown in Tableau 9 ensures that the most faithful candidate wins.

We must also check that the grammar gives the correct result with respect to
trimoraic inputs. Here, the lower ranking of the constraint militating against mora
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deletion, MAXLINKμ, is powerless, since non-violation will be cancelled by
violations incurred by FOOTBINARITY and NOCODA. This is shown in Tableau 10.

Tableau 10: NGbr—Evaluation of monosyllabic, trimoraic input

However, a serious conceptual problem with the grammar under (6) arises by the
fact that a faithfulness constraint is top-ranked. The DEP constraint banning moraic
epenthesis would seem to have the unwanted consequence that no matter how
minimal the input, it will come out as a winner against any candidate which has been
expanded by means of mora insertion and which thereby satisfies the most highly
ranked markedness constraints. Wholly depending on the input, the grammar under
(6) will for instance not only generate words of a bare CVμ shape, it will generate
words consisting of a consonant only as well. On the assumption that vowels are
intrinsically moraic, any candidate generated from a mono-consonantal input with
the missing vowel inserted would founder on its violation of DEPLINKμ.

This consequence can be avoided if we assume a higher-ranking templatic word
minimality constraint, which can be stated as WDMIN=σμ. This is in clear violation of the
commonly assumed principle that a stressable word must minimally correspond to a
foot and therefore minimally should consist of two moras. Even if this principle seems
logical, Downing (2006) and Gordon (2006) have recently shown that it does not hold
up when tested against large and representative samples of different languages. An
alternative, suggested by one of the referees, is to assume that the Prosodic Hierarchy,
whether hard-wired or implemented by means of a constraint set, will block unwanted
sub-minimal winners on the assumption that a foot must consist of at least one syllable.

I leave it to the reader to check that positing this constraint on top of the NGbr
constraint hierarchy under (6) will eliminate non-moraic winners from non-moraic
inputs by forcing mora insertion in violation of DEPLINKμ. And as we shall see, a
similar constraint is needed for Old Norse, to which we now turn. I also leave it to the
reader to check against the full NGbr grammar at the companion website that the
additional monosyllabic candidates as well as all disyllabic inputs are correctly
analysed by the grammar under (6).

4.4 Old Norse

Recall from section 1.1 that Old Norse, in contrast with its daughter NGbr, did not
tolerate words of a bare CVμ shape. The smallest word type in ON was the monomoraic
CVμC type. Since the final C is non-moraic, this type cannot be distinguished as a
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prosodic type with respect to weight from the non-existent bare CVμ structure. This
suggests that a word minimality constraint in ON cannot be stated in prosodic terms
only, since this would have to be a monomoraic CV syllable. Instead, we have to
include segmental information in the minimality constraint, i.e., as WDMIN=(C)VμC.

19

At the same time, ON allows words with a trimoraic, stressed syllable, a type that has
been eliminated from all daughter varieties discussed up to this point. This means that we
must promote MAXLINKμ in order to block paring of trimoraic inputs down to bimoraic
size in order to comply with FOOTBINARITY. Here we run into difficulties similar to those
we met with when discussing the effects of top-ranked DEPLINKμ. If not constrained by
a higher ranked constraint, not only tri-moraic inputs, but also ill-formed tetra- and
penta-moraic inputs etc. would be protected from reduction by top-ranked MAXLINKμ.
Note that we cannot assume prosodic maximal word constraints in line with the minimal
word constraint just stated, since words may consist of more than one syllable. We are,
in other words, dealing with a constraint on maximum syllable size.

While trimoraic syllables consisting of a long vowel plus a moraic consonant are
possible in some languages, such as ON, syllables exceeding this size appear to be
universally blocked. This can be implemented by means of an inviolable restriction
on GEN against syllables with more than three moras. I shall follow this line of
reasoning here and assume that candidates with more than four moras in one
syllable, like */CVμμμCμ/or */CVμμCμμ/, are impossible.

Constrained by this ban, I hypothesize that MAXLINKμ must be ranked above
FOOTBINARITY in Old Norse. This ranking will block the latter from paring trimoraic
inputs down to bimoraic size. By adding the word minimality constraint introduced
above, the result is the grammar given under (7). With respect to the set of inputs, no
arguments can be established for ranking STRESS-TO-WEIGHT below the others, so this
grammar is also organized in two strata above ALIGNRIGHT.

(7) Old Norse ranking

WDMIN=(C)VμC, MAXLINKμ, DEPLINKμ >>FOOTBINARITY, STRESS-TO-WEIGHT,
NOCODA, NONFINALITY (NF) >> ALIGNRIGHT

Compared to the NGbr grammar discussed in the preceding section, the ON
grammar must block derivation of monomoraic CVμ outputs, and at the same time
allow the most faithful candidates to win with respect to monomoraic CVμC inputs
and trimoraic inputs. Tableau 11 shows how the constraint ranking blocks a bare,

19 See again Downing (2006) for evidence that morphological minimality does not always correspond to
prosodic minimality as instantiated by the prosodic hierarchy. One of the referees criticizes the constraint
as being non-illuminating, and suggests that its effect instead might be captured in a more principled way
by the notion ‘branchingness’. This would imply that the final C is linked to the same mora as the
preceding vowel. In the same vein, he rejects the ban against syllables consisting of more than three moras
(see immediately below) as unprincipled, and suggests that what I analyse as trimoraic syllables should be
analysed as bimoraic, with the final consonant sharing the final mora with the vowel. A full discussion of
these options, subsumed under the notion ‘branchingness’, is not possible within the limits of the present
paper. Let it suffice to point out that if we assume that the final consonant in the CVμC type is moraic, we
would without further amendments expect suffixation of a vowel initial suffix to result in a geminate. At
the same time, the assumption that the superheavy type is bimoraic would mean that it would satisfy
FOOTBINARITY. Since violation of this constraint by trimoraic candidates in my analysis is decisive in some
cases, these adjustments would require a complete reworking of the analysis.
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monomoraic CV output, and how a bimoraic candidate wins in its place. Tableau 12
shows that the evaluation of trimoraic monosyllabic and disyllabic inputs in both
cases renders the most faithful candidates as winners. For all the other input types,
the ON grammar derives the same outputs as the NGbr grammar above.

Tableau 11: Old Norse—Evaluation of monomoraic CVμ and CVμC input

Tableau 12: Old Norse—Evaluation of trimoraic inputs
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5 The factorial typology

5.1 Comparing the partial set of grammars

In the preceding section I have developed analyses of the quantity system as
expressed by mora counts in stressed syllables in Old Norse plus three varieties of
modern East Norwegian descendants of Old Norse: Urban East Norwegian, Mid
Gudbrandsdal, and North Gudbrandsdal. In this section we shall summarize and
discuss the relationship between these grammars in terms of the relationship between
the two faithfulness constraints MAXLINKμ and DEPLINKμ, and the two markedness
constraints FOOTBINARITY and STRESS-TO-WEIGHT in the four grammars. More
specifically we shall look at to what extent the relationship between the four
grammars, and by implication, the relationship between Old Norse and the modern
grammars, can be accounted for by the Factorial Typology hypothesis introduced in
section 2 above.

The four grammars are summarized in (8). Only the four constraints whose
interaction determines quantity as measured by how many moras a syllable consists
of have been included, and the order of the grammars has been reversed with respect
to the orders in which they were treated in section 4.20 The first line therefore shows
the diachronically most ancient grammar, Old Norse.

(8) Hypothetical development from Old Norse to Urban East Norwegian

ON: DEPLINKμ, MAXLINKμ >> FOOTBINARITY, STRESS-TO-WEIGHT

NGbr: DEPLINKμ >>FOOTBINARITY, MAXLINKμ >>STRESS-TO-WEIGHT

MGbr: FOOTBINARITY >> DEPLINKμ, MAXLINKμ >> STRESS-TO-WEIGHT

UEN: FOOTBINARITY, STRESS-TO-WEIGHT >>DEPLINKμ, MAXLINKμ

The modern grammars have then been ordered by the degree of distance from the
Old Norse origin. The order in (8) thereby represents an idealized hypothesis of the
minimal stages that the language may have passed through on its way from Old
Norse to Urban East Norwegian.21 The two markedness constraints have been
bolded in order to better visualize the development from one idealized stage to the
next. In this way (8) shows how what we with Morén (2000, 2001) may refer to as
coercive weight has become progressively more dominant in the development from
Old Norse into the modern Post-Prokosch East Norwegian dialects. In Old Norse,
FOOTBINARITY and STRESS-TO-WEIGHT were both ranked below the two faithfulness
constraints. In UEN they are both ranked above the faithfulness constraints, and will
thereby coerce all stressed syllables into bimoraic shape. (8) also shows how NGbr
and MGbr can be seen as representatives of intermediate stages if the change from

20 Two of the referees criticized me for not including all the constraints introduced in section 3 in the
typology. I shall return to this point in section 7 below.
21 It should be noted that UEN is commonly regarded as having inherited several structural features from
the Dano-Norwegian spoken by Danish civil servants and their descendants during the 400 years that
Norway was part of the kingdom of Denmark, a period which ended in 1814. Since Danish quantity is
unlike Norwegian and Swedish quantity, see, e.g., Riad (1995) and Basbøll (2005), and since UEN is like
most rural East Norwegian dialects in this respect, it is hardly probable that differences between UEN and
the other varieties in (8) should be due to Danish influence.
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ON into modern dialects as represented by UEN is conceptualized as a stepwise
reranking of the constraints involved.

As pointed out by one of the referees, however, it is not possible to prove that MGbr
and UEN actually went through a ‘NGbr’ stage and that UEN in addition passed through
a ‘MGbr’ stage on their way to the actually attested systems. The main point is therefore
that the idealized stages characterized by each grammar, which again represent different
permutations of the same set of constraints, are attested, and that a structurally well-
defined model of a trajectory between ON and UEN can be posited.

At the same time, the grammars derived up until now do not represent the
exhaustive set of grammars that can be derived from all possible permutations of the
four constraints. This is where the Factorial Typology concept introduced in
section 2 becomes relevant.

5.2 The full typology

As discussed in section 2, a factorial typology is the exhaustive set of empirically
different grammars that results from all possible rankings of a certain set of
constraints. To the extent that language change is reranking of constraints, a factorial
typology thereby by hypothesis delimits the set of possible grammars that can result
from a change consisting of one or more permutations of these constraints. This
means that had the rankings under (8) represented the full range of different
rankings, the two intermediate types along with ON and UEN as starting and ending
points would have exhausted the possible change space defined by these constraints.
This is not necessarily so, however. Since we have four different and in principle
independent constraints, the logical number of possible rankings is 24. On the other
hand, not all of these rankings will necessarily be different with respect to their
empirical predictions.

I have used the OTSoft software to identify the set of different grammars that can
be constructed from the four constraints.22 The data set used as input was established
in the following way: The set of inputs, based on the UEN data set, was reduced by
(i) eliminating extrametricality in order to abstract away from the influence of
NONFINALITY, and (ii) by eliminating CVC as an alternative way of instantiating
bimoraicity in addition to CVV in order to abstract away from the influence of
NOCODA. The resulting candidate table submitted to the OTSoft algorithm is
reproduced at the companion website.

The output returned by the algorithm consists of 6 empirically different
grammars. These grammars, referred to as Outputs #1–#6, are reproduced in Table 6.
For clarity, the winning candidates where mono- or trimoraicity has been preserved
have been bolded. The attested and (with respect to East Norwegian) non-attested
grammars are signalled in the first line of the table, the latter by a question mark after
the number of the variety.

The two grammars not attested are both characterized by faithful preservation of
trimoraicity in the input, while monomoraic inputs are only partially preserved. This

22 OTSoft (Hayes 2003; Hayes et al. 1993) is a software that can be used to test a given analysis for
internal coherence and validity. It also comprises a function that from a given candidate set and a given set
of constraints returns the factorial typology defined by these constraints.
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implies that MAXLINKμ is top ranked in these grammars, while DEPLINKμ is lower
ranked. They can informally be characterized as the UEN and MGbr systems with
preserved trimoraic stressed syllables.23 As can be seen from the grammar set under
(8), grammars with this property are lacking among the East Norwegian varieties
analysed above.

As it turns out, however, both of these are indeed attested outside the East
Norwegian area. Output #2 is identical with the West Norwegian Setesdal dialect,
spoken further south in Southern Norway (Storm 1884: 66; Hannaas 1921;
Skomedal 1972). Here monomoraic stress has been consistently expanded to
bimoraic, while the trimoraic type has been preserved. Output #5, a system like the
MGbr system, with preserved monomoraic stress in CVCV words, consistent
bimoraicity in monosyllabic words, and in addition preserved trimoraic stress, is
attested in the Dalarna region of Sweden. According to Levander (1925: 75ff) there
are three dialects where trimoraic stressed syllables have been preserved in this
region. Two of these, Öje and Sollerön, have consistently eliminated the
monomoraic type, and therefore belong to the same type as Setesdal. But in the
third one, the Älvdalen dialect, monomoraic monosyllabic words have expanded to
bimoraic, while monomoraicity has been retained in CVCV-structures. The Älvdalen
dialect therefore corresponds to the missing #5-type in Table 6.

The full set of grammars can now be listed as in (9), where the numbering of
outputs has been altered in order to better represent the minimal stages between Old
Norse and UEN.

(9) The full typology

#1 (ON): DEPLINKμ, MAXLINKμ >> FOOTBINARITY, STRESS-TO-WEIGHT

#2 (NGbr): DEPLINKμ >>FOOTBINARITY, STRESS-TO-WEIGHT, MAXLINKμ

#3 (MGbr): FOOTBINARITY >> DEPLINKμ, MAXLINKμ >>STRESS-TO-WEIGHT

23 Disregarding the different word minimality constraints, the extension of this reasoning to a NGbr
grammar with preserved trimoraic stress would be identical with the ON system.

Table 6 Factorial typology defined by the four constraints

Output #1: UEN #2: ? #3: MGbr #4: NGbr #5: ? #6: ON

Input

/CVVCV/: (CVV)CV (CVV)CV (CVV)CV (CVV)CV (CVV)CV (CVV)CV

/CVCCV/: (CVC)CV (CVC)CV (CVC)CV (CVC)CV (CVC)CV (CVC)CV

/CVCV/: (CVV)CV (CVV)CV (CVCV) (CVCV) (CVCV) (CVCV)

/CVVCCV/: (CVV)CV (CVVC)CV (CVV)CV (CVV)CV (CVVC)CV (CVVC)CV

/CVCC/: (CVC)C (CVC)C (CVC)C (CVC)C (CVC)C (CVC)C

/CVVC/: (CVV)C (CVV)C (CVV)C (CVV)C (CVV)C (CVV)C

/CVV/: (CVV) (CVV) (CVV) (CVV) (CVV) (CVV)

/CVVCC/: (CVV)C (CVVC)C (CVV)C (CVV)C (CVVC)C (CVVC)C

/CVC/: (CVV)C (CVV)C (CVV)C (CV)C (CVV)C (CV)C

/CV/: (CVV) (CVV) (CVV) (CV) (CVV) (CV)
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#4 (Älvdalen): MAXLINKμ >> FOOTBINARITY, DEPLINKμ >> STRESS-TO-WEIGHT

#5 (Setesdal): MAXLINKμ, STRESS-TO-WEIGHT >> FOOTBINARITY, DEPLINKμ

#6 (UEN): FOOTBINARITY, STRESS-TO-WEIGHT >>DEPLINKμ, MAXLINKμ

A further analysis of (9) reveals that there are three possible paths of stepwise,
minimal rerankings between Old Norse and UEN. The first, manifested by the
trajectory through NGbr, consists of a gradual demotion of MAXLINKμ followed by a
later demotion of DEPLINKμ in the grammar of MGbr. Here, trimoraicity is
eliminated before monomoraicity (NGbr). Then monomoraic monosyllables go
(MGbr), and finally elimination of monomoraicity in disyllables results in the
modern system represented by UEN. The second path, attested by the Älvdalen and
Setesdal developments, consists of an initial demotion of DEPLINKμ followed by a
later demotion of MAXLINKμ. Along this path, monomoraicity in monosyllables is
eliminated first, resulting in the Älvdalen system. Next monomoraicity in disyllabic
word goes, leading into the Setesdal system. When trimoraic syllables finally are
reduced to bimoraicity, the result again is the modern system with only bimoraic
syllables. The third possible path also has Älvdalen as the initial stage. But here,
demotion of MAXLINKμ leads to elimination of trimoraic syllables, leaving disyllabic
words with monomoraic stress as the only difference with respect to UEN. This is
the MGbr system.

While it is interesting and significant in itself that four out of four possible
intermediate stages between the Old Norse and the modern system are attested, it is
even more important that no system seems to be attested that lies outside the change
space defined by permutations in the ranking of the four constraints.24

Logically we can think of three such developments: (i) moraic expansion of the
stressed syllable in disyllabic CVCV domains without concomitant expansion in
monosyllabic words, (ii) elimination of trimoraic syllables only in monosyllabic
words and not in disyllabic words, and (iii) elimination of trimoraic syllables only in
disyllabic words and not in monosyllabic words. A priori, these are all conceivable
developments, but they are excluded by the grammars defined above. This is in each
case due to FOOTBINARITY, which will penalize monomoraic, monosyllabic words
but not CVμ.CVμ words, since only the latter represents a well-formed trochee. With
respect to (ii) and (iii), the constraint will not distinguish between mono- and
disyllabic inputs, since in both cases it is the stressed syllable that exceeds the
maximum defined by the constraint.

This renders a total of seven possible intermediate stages between ON and UEN,
of which four are predicted by the analysis, while the remaining three are predicted
not to occur. The fact that the observed variation perfectly accords with the
predictions made by the model strongly suggests that the four constraints are not
only descriptively adequate with respect to each synchronic stage, but that they also

24 The only divergent development I’m aware of has taken place in the dialects of Tinn in Upper East
Telemark and in the East Mora dialect in the Dalarna region (Kristoffersen 2010). In both, CVμCVμ words
have developed final, bimoraic stress, in Tinn in synchronic variation with preserved CVμCVμ and initial
heavy stress (Skulerud 1922: 120), and in East Mora consistently (Levander 1925: 55 f.; Kristoffersen
2010). But note that final heavy stress is another instantiation of a Post-Prokosch system. The difference
from the dialects discussed in this paper is primarily one of stress placement.
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have real explanatory force in that they seem to make correct predictions with
respect to what is not a possible development.

5.3 Hesselman’s law

My analysis precludes moraic expansion in disyllabic CVμCVμ words without
concomitant expansion in monomoraic monosyllabic CVμ(C) words. On the other
hand, CVμ(C) words may expand without simultaneous expansion in disyllabic
words, as witnessed by the MGbr system. In diachronic studies of North Germanic
quantity, this relationship, termed Hesselman’s law by Riad (1992), has been noted
and interpreted to the effect that expansion in monosyllabic words has taken place
before expansion in disyllabic words (Hesselman 1902; Küspert 1988: 163; Riad
1992: 271; Kusmenko 1995: 84; Page 2001).

But, as pointed out by one of the referees, the hypothesis that language change
comes about through children’s imperfect reconstruction of the grammar underlying
the ambient linguistic input does not logically depend on any change being limited
to a minimal adjustment in a diachronic grammar modelling the change. Therefore,
we must also be open to the possibility that moraic expansion in monosyllabic and
disyllabic words can have taken place simultaneously, as pointed out by Seiler
(2009).

What should not be possible is the opposite order; disyllabic before (i.e., without)
monosyllabic expansion. We have already noted that this state of affairs does not
seem to have arisen in Norwegian and Swedish. But changes reminiscent of the
North Germanic quantity shift have also taken place in West Germanic varieties. In a
recent paper, Seiler (2009: 239), contends that there are arguments in favour of this
having taken place in Low German and in at least one Upper German dialect, viz.
Uri (High Alemanic). With respect to Low German, the crucial data area of the
alternation type found in, for example, Standard Dutch between short vowel in the
monosyllabic realizations of etymologically monomoraic stems, against lengthened
vowel in the corresponding disyllabic suffixed instantiations of the same stem. An
example is /dax/ ~/daːxen/, day~days.

A thorough examination of the available evidence, especially dialect data from
Low German, would exceed the limits of the present paper. But it can be mentioned
that modern Dutch according to Booij (1995) does not allow for geminate
consonants. According to Seiler (2009: 232), a postvocalic moraic consonant is a
geminate. This would seem to imply that in order for a language to have moraic
consonants, it must have a contrast between singletons and geminate consonants.
Taken at face value, this would imply that the final consonant in /dax/ cannot be
moraic, and that Standard Dutch therefore constitutes counterevidence to the claim
that lengthening can take place in disyllables without concomitant lengthening in
monosyllables.

This interpretation that a moraic consonant always is a geminate seems to me to
be too strong, however. A better way to state the relationship between geminates and
moraic status would be to say that in cases where a language distinguishes between
singletons and geminates, this contrast can be modelled as one between non-moraic
and moraic consonants. Moraic status of postvocalic consonants in languages that
lack this distinction must then be based on other types of evidence, e.g., Weight-by-
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Position. Indeed, Gussenhoven (2009) claims that Dutch VC-rhymes are heavy due
to WbP.

The heaviness of VC-rhymes is not obvious, but can be seen in trisyllabic
words. […] The atypical ‘fact’ that closed syllables are heavy and long-
vowelled open syllables light can be seen by comparing words of the type
almanac ‘almanac’ with words like Gibraltar ‘id.’ Both of these have a closed
final syllable, but they differ in the structure of the penult. The closed penult
attracts stress, leading to [xiˈbrɑltɑr], while the open penult is regularly skipped,
causing main stress on the antepenult. The above interpretation of vowel
quantity thus gives rise to the belief that long vowels, like [ɑː] in [ˈɑlmɑːnɑk],
are light, even though closed syllables are heavy. (Gussenhoven 2009)

To the extent that this is correct there seems to be no reason to assume that the
postvocalic consonant in /dax/ is non-moraic, and the word consequently
monomoraic. In fact, if Booij (1995) is right and Standard Dutch does not allow
geminates, then the change into a long vowel in the suffixed form may be explained
by this. By this reasoning at least Standard Dutch can be removed from the list of
potential violators of the principle in question.

The other possible exception is the Upper German dialect of Uri (Clauss 1929).
Here we also find non-lengthened monosyllables along with lengthening in
disyllabic words (p. 163). However, Seiler notes that in monosyllables “[…] the
final consonant is geminated pre-pausally”. This opens the door for an alternative
interpretation where the monosyllables in fact have lengthened by moraification of
the final consonant, as in East Norwegian and in Dutch. This underlying form will
surface unchanged before a pause, but in environments where the addition of another
vowel in a following word will allow for building a foot across the word boundary,
an alternative way of satisfying FOOTBINARITY becomes available and degemination
can take place, cf. Kusmenko (1995: 84f.).

Based on these arguments I contend that the potential counterevidence from
German varieties against the implication of my analysis that moraic expansion in
disyllables cannot take place without concomitant expansion in monosyllables is far
from decisive.

6 Extending the coverage

Several of the systems listed in (9) have only been attested so far in one dialect.
However, there are several other Swedish dialects, in as well as outside Dalarna,
where monomoraic root syllables have been preserved.

In Dalarna, we may, according to Levander (1925: 64f.), add other dialects to one of
the intermediary types in (9) in addition to Älvdalen. Except for Öje and Sollerön,
which as mentioned belong to the Setesdal type, these are of the MGbr type, where
monosyllabic words have been expanded and trimoraic words reduced. Examples are
Skattungbyn (Kristoffersen 2010) in the Orsa municipality and Våmhus in the Mora
municipality.

As to the rest of Sweden proper, most introductory texts and overviews of
Swedish dialects identify preserved light root syllables as a northern feature.
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However, it is difficult to find detailed overviews. The sources I have consulted give
a list of landscape names where light root syllables are found, without distinguishing
between monosyllabic and disyllabic words and without listing local dialects within
these regions.25 I suspect that monomoraicity in most of these dialects is restricted to
CVCV forms. Depending on the fate of the trimoraic words, these dialects therefore
will belong either to the Älvdalen type (with preserved trimoraic root syllables) or to
the MGbr type (with shortened trimoraic root syllables).

The best documented of these is the Kalix dialect, spoken in the extreme north
near the Finnish border. The detailed data given in Söderström (1972) clearly
confirms that monosyllabic CVμC words are still (or were until recently) well-
formed in both the Upper and Lower Kalix dialects and to a lesser degree in
neighbouring dialects. But there is a fair amount of variation, among other things
conditioned by the quality of the root vowel (/a/ has been almost consistently
lengthened, as in NGbr), and by the following consonant (less lengthening before
voiceless obstruents than before voiced consonants). With respect to the CVCV type,
Söderström’s data show almost consistent preservation of the light root syllable.

As to the fate of trimoraic forms, neither Söderström nor another source on the
Upper Kalix dialect, Pihl (1924), treat this point in a way precise enough to draw
secure conclusions. But the discussion of the vowel quality in four words with
etymological trimoraicity on page 214 f. in Pihl (1924) suggests that shortening has
taken place; all four words are transcribed with short vowel and geminate consonant.
Likewise, Söderström (1972: 18) refers to shortening of trimoraic syllables, but
without mentioning whether this is systematic or sporadic. This suggests that the
Kalix dialect group belongs to the NGbr type, although without the bare CVμ type
that developed in NGbr. The variation with respect to the monosyllabic type, with a
fair number of words having lengthened, suggests that the dialect is in the process of
developing into the MGbr type, where light root syllables are only allowed in
disyllabic CVCV words.

We finally turn to the Swedish dialects spoken along the western and southern
coast of Finland and on the Estonian coast (the latter until World War II). One of the
features that are commonly seen as strongly characterizing these dialects is preserved
light root syllables, both in monosyllabic and disyllabic domains. In addition,
trimoraic root syllables have been preserved in a fair number of dialects. But there
are also varieties where Prokosch’s law has been fully implemented. The dialect
information in Table 7 has been extracted from Hultman (1894), while the
information behind the classification of the standard Finland Swedish spoken in
Helsingfors [Helsinki] and taught in schools throughout the Swedish speaking
regions in Finland, is from Ahlbäck (1956: 31). The dialects are listed from north to
south. It is otherwise organized in the same way as the East Norwegian overview in
Table 5 in section 1.2.4, with a column added indicating dialect type according to the
factorial typology in (9) above.26

Also in Finland, monosyllabic, monomoraic words with /a/ as root vowel have
generally been lengthened in dialects where this type has been otherwise preserved

25 One such list can be found in Söderström (1972: 9).
26 The CVμ column has been removed, since this type is restricted to NGbr.
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(Hultman 1894: 131). Otherwise, we see that except for the NGbr and the Setesdal
type, all the grammars listed in (9) are attested in Finland and Estonian Swedish.27

The map in Fig. 3 shows the approximate geographical distribution of the
different types.28 All the numbers refer to geographically limited areas, named in
each case. All varieties outside these areas are Post-Prokosch varieties.

7 An expanded typology

Two of the anonymous referees criticized the first version of this paper for limiting
the factorial typology to the four constraints FOOTBINARITY, STRESS-TO-WEIGHT,
DEPLINKμ and MAXLINKμ; thereby excluding the two final, active constraints in the
grammars developed in section 4, NOCODA and NONFINALITY. While I accept the
criticism and the need to discuss the issue in a more explicit way than was done in
the earlier version, I still think that limiting the factorial typology analysis to the four
constraints is methodologically justified. There are two reasons for this.

The first is that the focus of the paper is on the interaction and tension between
markedness constraints governing quantity as expressed by mora count in stressed
syllables and foot structure, and faithfulness constraints protecting moraic structure
in the input. Let me refer to the first pair as the two metrical constraints, enforcing
bimoraicity at the syllable and foot level.

27 In a recently published study on Fenno-Swedish quantity, Paul Kiparsky (2008) arrives at a similar
distribution. Since his main data source, Harling-Kranck and Mara (1998) is about 100 years younger than
the one used here (Hultman 1894), the geographical distribution is somewhat different. But the three types
marked on the Finland part of the map in Figure 3 correspond to the three types Kiparsky arrives at in his
analysis, termed General, S.Ostrob. and S.W. (p. 197). Kiparsky’s paper only came to my attention during the
final revision process of this paper. He employs the same markedness constraints that I do—FOOT-BINARITY

and STRESS-TO-WEIGHT, but derives vowel length by means of CONSONANT EXTRAMETRICALITY instead of
NOCODA. His faithfulness constraints are DEP-Vμ and MAX-μ. Kiparsky’s analysis also comprises post-
vocalic consonant fortition processes which are outside the scope of the present paper. In addition, he
includes as a crucial part of his analyses the fact that the standard Helsingfors variety allows light stressable
syllables in function words, while demanding bimoraic stressed syllables in content words.
28 The basic map is an excerpt of a map published in the Norwegian version of Wikipedia (http://no.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Nordiske_språk) with information added by the author.

Table 7 Finland and Estonia Swedish: Summary of dialect differences with respect to structural options
for root syllable in monosyllabic and disyllabic words

Type Light Heavy Trimoraic

CVμC CVμ.CVμ CVμμ CVμCμ CVμμCμ

North-Österbotten #1 (Old Norse) √ √ √ √ √
Mid-Österbotten #4 (Älvdalen) √ √ √ √
South-Österbotten #3 (MGbr) √ √ √
Åland #6 (UEN) √ √
Standard Fenno Sw. #6 (UEN) √ √
Nyland, East Åboland #1 (Old Norse) √ √ √ √ √
Estonian Swedish #4 (Älvdalen) √ √ √ √
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NOCODA is different. It is also a markedness constraint, but its function is
orthogonal to that of the metrical constraints in that it is concerned with whether
bimoraicity is realized by means of a long vowel or a moraic consonant/geminate.
Another argument against including NOCODA is that in the grammars where it is top-
ranked, or in fact ranked above the faithfulness constraints, the result will be
grammars that are not empirically justified with respect to the North Germanic
varieties that are the topic of this paper. As can be seen from Tableau 1 above, highly
ranked NOCODA will eliminate the CVμCμ type entirely, forcing it into CVμμ.C or
CVμ.C shape. Dialects where closed heavy syllables are prohibited and where
bimoraicity in stressed vowels invariably is realized through vowel length do not, to
the best of my knowledge, exist in North Germanic.

NONFINALITY, being primarily concerned with stress placement, is also orthogonal
to the questions of quantity change pursued in this paper. It will decide between
candidates of the form CVμμ.C and CVμμC in favour of the former, due to the status
of the final C as the onset of a deficient syllable. The same holds for the candidate
pair CVμ.C against CVμC. In both cases, the number of moras in the competing
candidate pairs is the same. Note incidentally that if NOCODA is highly enough
ranked, it will also eliminate the second member of each pair from the competition.

While these arguments appear to me as valid reasons for excluding the two
constraints from the main analysis, I agree with the referees that it should all the
same be shown explicitly that this move does not have unforeseen and dire effects
on the analysis. A factorial typology including all six constraints should therefore be
checked for possibly unforeseen and unfavourable consequences. One of the referees
has in fact most generously provided me with the analysis. As the following
quotation from his or her evaluation shows, extension of the analysis to six
constraints does not introduce any harmful effects into the analysis:

[A]ll additional predicted quantity systems seem to be natural extensions of the
basic set; none defeat the author’s claims about the basic constraint set’s
restrictiveness. Hence, overall this is a good result that should be reported in
the article; it should comfort readers like myself who feel uneasy about leaving
two major constraints out of the typology.

The candidate set and analysis can be consulted at the companion website of this paper.
While the four constraints results in six different grammars, as shown in section 5.2, the
software returns a set of 14 grammars. But as noted by the referee, no unexpected and
unwanted consequences with respect to the restrictiveness of the analysis arise. NOCODA

has results predicted above, in that CVμCμVμ depending on the grammar is turned into
CVμμCVμ, or CVμCVμ, while CVμCμ is turned into CVμμ.C. NONFINALITY results in
CVμCVμ being realized as non-final (CVμ)CVμ instead of (CVμCVμ).

8 Summary and conclusion

In this article I have shown that the development from distinctive quantity in Old Norse
and Old Swedish into coercive quantity in Modern Norwegian and Swedish can be
modelled by means of four constraints, DEPLINKμ, MAXLINKμ, FOOTBINARITY, and
STRESS-TO-WEIGHT, and the complete set of possible, empirically distinct ranking
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relationships between them. By limiting the analysis to different varieties of East
Norwegian at the outset, I showed that the three different varieties which exhaust the
variation space in this area with respect to syllable quantity, North Gudbrandsdal, Mid
Gudbrandsdal, and Urban East Norwegian, can be derived from Old Norse by means
of gradual demotion of the two faithfulness constraints. I then derived a factorial
typology of the four constraints, and was able to show that the two remaining
grammars derived by the algorithm, not attested in East Norwegian, are in fact attested
elsewhere in peninsular North Germanic and in Fenno-Swedish. Table 8 summarizes
the findings, and supplies the complete list of dialects belonging to each type that I
have been able to identify.

The four constraints can be seen as well established in the literature, even if the twist
where faithfulness is defined over moraic links and not the presence or absence of moras
themselves may be somewhat unusual. But DEPLINKμ and MAXLINKμ do the same job
as the more traditional DEPμ and MAXμ, and in addition they ensure that reorganization
of the moraic structure of a given input is penalized, even if the number of moras in
the input and a given output candidate correspond to each other. The analysis can
therefore be seen as (added) evidence for the central relevance of the four constraints
in prosodic analyses, irrespective of how the two faithfulness constraints are defined.

This claim is reinforced by the fact that the factorial typology based on the four
constraints not only exhaustively captures the attested developments in Norwegian and
Swedish dialects, but also that developments which are not created by the factorial
typology defined by the four constraints do not seem to be attested. As mentioned
above, it is easy to conceive of such developments, but they can neither be accounted for
by the grammars developed in this paper, nor do they, as just noted, seem to be attested.

The development that I have charted from Old Norse into the different modern
varieties of Norwegian and Swedish is a monotonic one from full distinctive quantity
in the old varieties, where mono- or bimoraicity in vowels could be freely combined
with moraic consonants (or absence of such) in stressed syllables, into the modern
coercive systems defined by strict bimoraicity in stressed syllables. It should be
noted that this directionality itself is not a necessary feature of the relationship

Table 8 Distribution of dialects across the six grammars (N=Norway, S=Sweden, F=Finland)

Grammar Dialects Light Heavy Trimoraic

CVμC CVμ.CVμ CVμμ CVμCμ CVμμCμ

# 1 Old Norse, North Österbotten (F),
Nyland (F)

√ √ √ √ √

# 2 North Gudbrandsdal (N), Kalix (S) √ √ √ √
# 3 Mid Gudbrandsdal (N), East Telemark (N)

Våmhus (S), Skattungbyn (S), South
Österbotten (F)

√ √ √

# 4 Älvdalen (S), Mid Österbotten (F),
Estonian Swedish

√ √ √ √

# 5 Setesdal (N), Sollerön (S), Öje (S) √ √ √
# 6 Urban East Norwegian, Standard Swedish,

Standard Finland Swedish, Åland (F)
√ √
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between the four constraints. On the contrary, the principle of free ranking predicts
that we would find languages that develop in the opposite direction. An investigation
of this, however, lies outside the scope of the present paper.
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